We provide an axiomatisation of the Timed Interval Calculus, a set-theoretic notation for expressing properties of time intervals. We implement the axiomatisation in the Ergo theorem prover in order to automatically prove laws for reasoning about predicates expressed using interval operators. These laws can be then used in the automatic veri cation of real-time applications.
Introduction
In recent years formalisms based on time intervals have been increasingly used for specifying real time systems. However, the complexity of proofs by hand makes their use in veri cation hard. There is thus the need to express such calculi in an environment that provides a reasonable automatisation for theorem proving. The only work in this direction we are aware of is an early attempt at implementing the Duration Calculus in the PVS theorem prover 12].
In our work we give an axiomatisation of the Timed Interval Calculus (TIC) 5], a set-theoretic notation for expressing properties of time intervals based on work by Mahony and Hayes 6] . Many useful laws for reasoning about predicates expressed in TIC have been developed 5, 4, 14] and used in verifying a wide range of real-time systems 2, 4, 14] . However, these laws need a more precise characterisation to allow their implementation in a theorem prover. Our axiomatisation gives the infrastructure for such an implementation. The actual implementation has been carried out using the Ergo theorem prover 13, 1].
Timed Interval Calculus
The Timed Interval Calculus (TIC) is based on the notion of a time interval. The principal speci cation tool of TIC consists of special brackets for de ning the set of all time intervals during which a given predicate is everywhere true 5]. For instance ( -P-] is the set of all left-open and right-closed time intervals i 2 Isuch that for each time t 2 i predicate P is true at t.
Similarly for ( -P-), -P-) and -P-]. TIC allows within predicate P occurrences of functions on Iand functions on Tthat are not applied to arguments; they must be interpreted as applied respectively to the interval i de ned by P and to every point t in the whole interval i 5]. However, when implementing the calculus in a theorem prover we need to introduce an explicit notation for such a lifted form of functions. We also de ne j -
An important capability of TIC is an operator for connecting intervals end-to-end, to support reasoning about sequences of behaviours. The concatenation of two sets of intervals X and Y is the set X ; Y of all the intervals z such that there exist two disjoint intervals x 2 X and y 2 Y with supremum of x equal to in mum of y and whose union is z.
Time Model
The rst step in mechanising an axiomatic approach to the speci cation of real-time systems is the axiomatisation of the time domain. When specifying real-time systems in TIC the time domain may be the set R of real numbers 2, 5] or an appropriate proper subset of R, such as the set R + 0 of the nonnegative reals, the set N of natural numbers, or even an appropriate subset of the extension R 1 of R with the +1 and ?1 special values 4]. In this section we present an axiomatisation of the time domain, whose purpose is to capture the general properties that a time domain has to meet, such as having the same granularity on the whole time Some simple axioms not shown here (T8{T16) characterise 6 as a partial order and < as the strict order. The special values ?1 and +1 are respectively de ned as the bottom and the top of the partial order in T 1 .
The + addition operator is de ned for time points by the following axioms. T 1 : (?1 < x ) x + (+1) = +1) Axiom T17 deserves a special remark. It de nes + between nite time points or identical in nite time points. This excludes the sum between ?1 and +1, which would lead to an inde nite result. Axioms T18{T21 de ne 0 as the identity for +, the existence of the opposite for a time domain that includes negative time points and the properties of commutivity and associativity for +. Axioms T22 and T23 consider the special cases when at least one of the arguments of + is in nite.
Some axioms relate the partial order relation and the sum function.
T24 8 x; y : T: (x + y = 0 ) x 6 0^0 < y _ y 6 0^0 < x) T25 8 x; y : T: (0 < y ) x < x + y) T26 8 x; y : T: (y < 0 ) x + y < x) Axiom T24 ensures that if the sum of two time points is 0, then they cannot be both positive or both negative. Axioms T25 and T26 ensure that a nite time is increased by adding a positive nite time and decreased by adding a nite negative time.
The last set of axioms de ne the time distance or duration d between time points. 
Lifting Predicates
The central feature of TIC is the use of functions from the time domain (T) and from the time interval domain (I) to model the dynamic behaviour of observable system properties. In order to elide most explicit references to these two domains, functions may be used in a lifted form within predicates 6]. A total function v : T! V from the time domain to V can be lifted within a predicate asv. Analogously for a total function from the interval time domain. For instance : I! T can be lifted as^ . Let P(v;^ ) be a predicate expression containingv and^ and no other lifted form. Then P(v;^ ) may be instantiated with interval i and time t using substitution as follows.
(P(v;^ ))@(i; t) = P (i)=^ ; v(t)=v] This can be axiomatised by giving the following axioms for v andv and for and^ .
Avv@(i; t) = v(t) A ^ @(i; t) = (i)
Analogous axioms must be given for all the functions from time and from time intervals that need to be used in a lifted form. Moreover, axioms are needed to de ne how to propagate the instantiation through the structure of the predicate. Constants are not a ected by instantiation, whereas instantiation is propagated through the arguments of (non lifted) functions and functional/relational/logical operators. For example the following axioms are given for constant 0, function and operators +, < and^.
L0 0@(i; t) = 0 L (j )@(i; t) = (j @(i; t)) L+ (a + b)@(i; t) = (a@(i; t)) + (b@(i; t)) L< (a < b)@(i; t) = (a@(i; t)) < (b@(i; t)) L^(P^Q)@(i; t) = (P@(i; t))^(Q@(i; t))
It is interesting to notice that the identity function on Icharacterises in its lifted form^ a sort of current interval, which is the interval whose properties are stated by the predicate in which^ occurs.
@(i; t) = (i) = i
We have now the infrastructure necessary to axiomatically de ne the special brackets informally de ned in Section 2. The set j --( -P-) --j of all time intervals i 2 I such that for each time t 2 I predicate P is true at t is de ned by the following axiom.
Puu j --( -P-) --j = fi : Ij 8 t : T: (t 2 i ) (P@(i; t))g) The other special brackets can be de ned in term of j -
Notice that we have used the lifted forms of the lcl and rcl predicate operators within the special brackets. In order to allow nestings of special brackets we need the following axiom.
Pit j --( -P-) --j@(i; t) = P
It is now clear the meaning of lifted predicates within the special brackets we have de ned above. However we need to de ne their meaning at the top level. We introduce other special brackets, hj ji to enclose the top level predicate.
Ptt hjPj i = 8 i : I: 8t : T: (t 2 i ) (P@(i; t))); with i; t not free in P When writing a speci cation on paper we can assume any top level predicate is implicitly enclosed between hj and ji. However, in a model checker we need to explicitly indicate hj and ji. Anyway hj and ji may also apppear in a subformula rather than just at the top level. We will see such an example in Section 7.
ergo -Standard Theories
? ? @ @ R Reals 6 P P P P P P P q @ @ @ R 1 - In this work we use Ergo 4 13, 1]. The architecture of Ergo 4 consists of the proof engine, which is the core of Ergo, the theory database, which is Ergo's repository of information containing object logics, and the tactics that implement the command-line interface and a higher level Ergo-Emacs interface 8]. Tactics are user-writable and support the construction of the theory database and control the proof engine. They are written using the Qu-Prolog language 9], a high level extension of Prolog that includes features such as user de ned quanti ers.
An Ergo theory is a collection of declarations, axioms, tactics and heuristics. Theories can inherit other theories, thus forming a theory graph. The theory graph for TIC is sketched in Figure 6 . The theories indicated in bold have been explicitly added to the theory database to implement TIC. Under the names of such theories we have indicated the corresponding group of axioms introduced in the previous sections.
The \ergo" is the base theory for the theorem prover. The \Standard Theories" box is a subgraph of theories for arithmetic, predicate calculus, equality, types, sets, etc. The \Reals" box is a subgraph of theories for axiomatising the real numbers 11]. The dashed arrow between the time theory and the theories in box \Reals" means that the time abstract theory is interpreted into the \Reals" current theories. However, the time theory could also be interpreted into the Naturals or into any other consistent domain. The SPEC theory is the speci c application that is modelled in TIC. The lifting theory is not a general one; it contains some general axioms such as A de ned in Section 5, but also axioms speci c to the application. For example, Av is in lifting only if function v is used in SPEC. are declarations for +1,^ , T, T 1 and I, respectively. Variables to be bound by a quanti er must be declared as object variables (apart from x, which is an object variable by default). The syntax of an Ergo quanti er de nition is as follows.
QUANTIFIER ::= define !!NAME OVL BODY === TERM :
This command de nes a quanti er called NAME, denoted by !!NAME. OVL is a list of object variables, BODY is a Prolog variable and TERM can be any legal term of the current theory, provided it has no free object variables or meta-variables except for BODY. Also, all occurrences of BODY in TERM must be within a binding of all object variables in OVL.
Therefore Axiom Puu is expressed in Ergo as the following de nition.
define !!puu i,t] P === set_of i:intvls all t:time (t in i => (over(P, i,t]))).
The operator set_of is de ned in zfc, which is one of the Standard Theories and interpreted into the theory of the real numbers, then the resulting time domain is the set of the non-negative real numbers. In order to facilitate the proof, high level laws for TIC may be given in the form of theorems and proved in Ergo. Previous works 5, 14] contain many such laws. For example we sketch how to prove the following monotonicity law.
hjP => Qji => j --( -P-) --j j --( -Q-) --j
We perform the proof using the theories that implement TIC and some \Standard Theories" such as zfc, the Zermelo Fr knel Set Theory, cprop, ; t) )) The conjunction of these two predicates can be transformed using cprop into the following predicate. We have provided an axiomatisation for the Timed Interval Calculus. The axiomatisation is based on a general notion of time domain, which captures all the minimal properies that a time domain has to meet 3]. It has been implemented in the Ergo theorem prover and has allowed the automatic proof of many laws, such as the one presented in Section 7, for reasoning about predicates expressed using TIC's special brackets. The proof of some of these laws was actually too complex to be performed in detail by hand. We are currently using the implementation of TIC in Ergo to prove some of the applications that have been previously veri ed by hand 2, 14] .
